Creativity Talking Notes
Slide 3 Two Definitions
Search on Bing resulted in 2.6 mil hits
1st My interpretation of one
Extra Element(s) lie outside the normal photographic process and are open to interpretation
Can be in camera or post process
2nd is the clubs
Talk about In camera as it relates
Talk about post as it relates
Think definition needs to be changed
3rd Recommended changes to Clubs definition
Slide 5
 A good place to start is to have an idea of what you want to do before you even push the button
 Part of creativity is to have a very open mind.
Slide 6 In camera creativity takes more planning so think about what you want to do before you do it. Or, you can
play and experiment
Slide 8
 Extra Element(s) lie outside the normal photographic process and are open to interpretation. Be creative in
how you use your camera
 Because of the current definition, it is possible that judges my give this type creativity a low score. You
could also use it in the Pictorial Color category (P)
Slide 10 Zooming in low light, hand held, give potentially blurry photos some interest
Slide 11
 Brad Paisley concert shot through overhead jumbotron.
 Shoot for 1 sec, change focus at last moment
Example: Count (say) 1001 (approx one sec). Now say 1000 and before you say 1 change the focus. This
takes practice and doesn’t work all the time.
Slide 12 Long Exposure Assignment coming up in August so start shooting
Slide 13 Shot at 1 in the afternoon, using a 10 stop variable natural density filter. Also shoot in shade. This takes
some planning and scouting ahead of time. Or just do a lot of test shots and try to keep track of what you did or
future use
Slide 14 Shot in Amsterdam with approx f8 for 5 sec usinga Cokin prism filter
Slide 15 Two 15 second shots blended together in Elements. If you have two similar shots with lots of black in it,
change the blending mode of shot on top layer to “Lighten”. The black goes away leaving lighter colors showing.
Since you are on a tripod, bright lights will overlay each other and new lights will appear as if there were one shot of
two things.
Slide 17 LIFE magazine's Gjon Mili, technical prodigy and lighting innovator, visited Pablo Picasso in the South of
France in 1949 to demonstrate a new technique.
Picasso gave Mili 15 minutes to try one experiment. He was so fascinated by the result that he posed for five
sessions, projecting 30 drawings of centaurs, bulls, Greek profiles and his signature.
These images can be seen in several museums around the world
Slide 18 In a totally dark room have someone draw something with a light pen. Set your camera on bulb mode.
After a time fire a flash at ¼ power above their head at approx 45 degrees angle down (do this manually or with a
remote trigger)
TAKE AWAYS
Learn your Equipment
Plan Ahead
Take Risks

